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1. Pursuant to the amendments to Regulation B, the defen

dants will require lending institutions to ask applicants for 

home purchase loans to note their race/national origin and sex on 

applications. Based on experience in other contexts, plaintiffs 

believe that self-identification by applicants alone will provide 

incomplete and inadequa:te enforcement data, and will afford loan 

officers an opportunity to discourage applicants from supplying it. 

They therefore have urged that loan officers be iequire~lto note 

the desired information to the best of their ability io cases ) 

where applica~ts fail to do so. With the exception of the FHLBf, 

all defendants are unwilling' to require this at present; they be

lieve that self-identification will provide adequate data, and the 

FRB notes that the plaintiffs' request was recently considered and 

rejected in amending Regulation B. The FHLBB feels that, in prior 

data surveys, a statistically significant number of applicants 
: .' 

" 

declined to provide the desired information, and it feels "more 
";" ;"""" ... ,,,,,.;.;:',, :,,: ;'.{" .: .... ' .' ~.-

,' !ri,e~~ri~di" to Gar .. ".~ loan officers to furnish it where applicants 
'" " · ·:}~·:f~··{i~~(· ~~ ·· - ;:~-.. ,. . // . 

~C?~.not~ .. , ~h~ . ot!~r three . agencies indicated a willingness to re-

the ma~er in the light of experience. 

. $~~'.':t. ~r-I.-.~, > 
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Plaintiffs propose that the FHLBB proceed with race/sex 

data collection with loan officers supplying information where 

not provided by applicants, and that the other three defendants 

proceed on the basis of self-identification only. After a period 

of six to twelve months, and on the basis of information supplied 

Under item 10, the parties would together review the experience 

obtained, with a view to determining whether the data being 

collected is adequate, and if not, what improvements might be made 

in the system, whether by requiring loan officers to supply the 

race/sex information or by some other means. 

2. The cac and FDIC are currently conducting a pilot pro-

gram for the collection, collation and analysis of racial data at 

300 banks. The cac will soon analyse the data from this program 

and decide whether to extend it to all National Banks or to abandon 

it. The FDIC is currently reviewing and revising the program and 

has advised its regulatees by letter of 1/27/77 that the program 

will be extended to all of them on 3/23/77 (the effective date of 

the new Regulation B amendments). The FRB does not contemplate any 

collation or comparative analysis of race/sex data; rather it will 

instruct examiners to review files for discrimination violations 

in the course of their examiriations in ways similar to the reviews 

conducted in other phases of bank examinations. While unwilling to 

discuss these procedures pending their approval by the Board, the 

staff emphasizes its belief that they will be "effective". The 

FHLBB is "inclined" to adopt a "pre-examin~tion" data analysis pro-
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gram to assist examiners, i f this can be done at reasonable cost, 

but it has not worked out the details of such a program. All 

,; agencies agree that any system adopted should be reviewed after a 
o ;j: 

~ ( year to determine its effectiveness and to consider modifications 

i 1 to improve it . 
.a fl 
:::s~ 

~ The plaintiffs are convinced that race/sex data must be col-il o '. 
:! I lated and analysed in order to be useful in identifying problem 
Ql 
t~ institutions and problem areas, and in measuring progress in elimi-

II nating discrimination. They are willing, however, to see how the 

~l !I system initiated by the defendants work over a period of a year. 

a~ Then, on the basis of information supplied under item 10, they would 

if review the effectiveness of these systems with the defendants with a 
=J 
8l view to proposing such modificat.ions as seemed desirable to improve 
~I 1 f their e ffecti venes s . 

I'.,.· .... , 3. All four agencies agree that examiners will look at data 

~ generated under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act but point out that, 
~; 

t: 
because only approved loans are reported, the data has very limited 

utility in detecting "redlining" or other discriminatory practices. 

The CDC states .that attorneys from the Civil Rights Division of 

Justice will accompany examiners on a few examinations this Spring 

to observe and comment on the Civil Rights component. Results of 

this program will be reported to the other three agencies. The 

FHLBB is conducting a study of the usefulness of HMDA data for the 

Proxmire Committee. 

Plaintiffs indicated their satisfaction with this response, 

subject to review at a later time under item 10. 
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4. All four agencies have recently instituted new examiner 

training programs covering all consumer legislation including 

ECOA and other fair lending statutes. All agree to the need for 

periodic review of training programs in light of experience, our 

comments and the comments of the Justice Department Civil Rights 

Division. 

Plaintiffs indicated their satisfaction with this response, 

subject again to review under item 10. 

5. The plaintiffs have urged that individuals with prior. ex

perience in non-discrimination enforcement be hired by each agency 

to review the examination and enforcement programs and activities 

of examiners and other agency personnel, until these programs and 

activities are perfected ·anc;1 become routine. None of the agencies 

is willing to hire specialists in civil rights enforcement -

although the FHLBB indicated it might hire temporary consultants 

and the coe said it might develop an on-going liaison with the 

Justice Department's Civil Rights Division.. The coe stated its in-

tention to give special training to regular examiners; monitoring 

of their performance would be the responsibility of the agency 

division responsible for all consumer matters, which has no spe-

cial civil rights personnel. The FDIC stated its willingness to 

appoint one or more persons with special civil rights responsibili

ties in its "Bank Customer Affairs" office, and furnished plaintiffs 

with a tentative job description which indicated that the incumbent 

would indeed have the responsibilities envisaged by the plaintiffs. 

' .' . ; ~~ .. ;'. :;-: .. ; 

,.' 
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The FRB and the FHLBB indicated that they would give special 

training to QlUpervisory examine...:il in field offices to ensure 

that the civil rights component of the examination process is 

working well. 

The plaintiffs believe that the FDIC proposal combined with 

special training for selected supervisory examineI::s as proposed 

by the FHLBB and FRB provide an appropriate model. They urge its 

adoption by all agencies. 

6. The COC and FDIC have procedures for processing com-

plaints, and each will furnish a copy to the plaintiffs; both are 

willing to add time limits. The FRB has adopted Regulation AA, 

which specifies only that complainants will receive within 15 days 

either a "substantive response" or an acknowledgement indicating 

when a substantive response will be forthcoming •. No procedures or 

time limits are indicated for investigating or resolving.complaints. 

The FHLBB indicates that it is willing to adopt appropriate proce

dures with time limits. 

The plaintiffs have indicated their dissatisfaction with FRB's 

Regulation AA. The FDIC's procedures appear generally adequate 
'J.--

f~Lb,~~~excePt for the omission of time limits. The plaintiffs will study 

f'fJ/ tlo and conunent on the other agencies I procedures when received. Mean
./dt-/} 
~ .... o while they urge the adoption of procedures similar to the FDIC's by 

the other agencies. 

7 and 8. All agencies agree that they will apply the same 

procedures concerning special examinations, supervisory letters, 

cease and desist orders, etc. in cases of suspected or observed 
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civil rights violations as in cases of other kinds of violations, 

and that they will so advise their regulatees, without, however 

referring to specific sanctions. 

Plaintiffs have indicated their satisfaction with this 

response. 

9. The three agencies (all but the FHLBB) which have not 

adopted interpretive guidelines defining unlawful discriminatory 

lending practices expressed unwillingness to do so. 

The plaintiffs continue to press this matter. 

10. All four defendants rejected provisions for reporting to 

plaintiffs and for joint consultation concerning development and 

implementation of the enforcement programs once a settlement is 

arrived at. 

In plaintiffs' view, provision for periodic reporting to them 

and for appropriate review of the progress being made in develop-

ing and implementing the enforcement program contemplated by the 

settlement is absolutely essential. It is, moreover, a precondi-

tion to the plaintiffs ' willingness to agree to a trial of enforce-

ment steps which they believe to be inadequate (see especially 

items I and 2). The items to be reported are subject to negotia-

tion so as to minimize extra work on the part of the agencies, and 

all such requirements could be limited to a period of two or three 

years. Plaintiffs are prepared to indicate the types of information 

desired, to discuss the matter with defendants, and arrive at an 

agreed list. 

: 
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11. The defendants have indicated 

to attorneys fees-, but. have not s,tated 

an applica,tic:m to: :thE! Court. 
. - /'.. :
--;,." - ;'~ . ~'. ,. 

l2~ All four defendants' oppOs'a . a consent' deciee'~ Plaintiffs'::-' 

have ind!c'ated a willingness t9 enter into a settlement agreement·, 
. " .- - .. ~ ..... .' , '", ' . 

--
foll owing which, the case Wouldbeplac~d,. on the court· s inC;l.ctive:· ' 

. }.: .-\ ". . ',';" '. - - ~~ .. , 

calendar for a· period' o£ time (perllap~ twi)' or. t.hree yecb:s') ancf . 
. -.~', '.'~-_.' :·.'·'i·_:; :·\~._;,~,. '.,', <':::~;~~t~~,:", ~ , .~., "-r',.~ .. ~.~--'.-.. • 

disxnissed unless further prQceedings had been bit ... : 
-'.~,>.,'<~'.~,:'~:':~'~:. ' •... -.:::",~<': .. - .. : . : ::~-, . .">".,-, 

Some of>the defendants 
c __ , . , •.•• _. '.".' 
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